SHE-CAN BUILDS
FEMALE GLOBAL
LEADERSHIP

Since 2011 SHE-CAN has
grown to influential levels:

SHE-CAN identifies smart, low-income young women
from post-conflict countries who are passionate
about changing their nations. We then pair our scholars
with mentor teams to help them win scholarships to top
U.S. colleges. As graduates, our scholars return home
equipped with powerful connections, leadership training,
and the tools needed to be leaders in their communities.
We currently operate in Rwanda, Cambodia, and Liberia.

PREPARE
FOR EXAMS

MATCHED WITH
MENTOR TEAM

• 74 low-income women have won
full-ride scholarships

WIN FULL-RIDE
SCHOLARSHIP

• 27 graduates are emerging leaders
• 332 professionals are SHE-CAN
mentors supporting our scholars
with love and guidance
• $19 million in scholarship funds
have been awarded to date

ARRIVE FOR
COLLEGE

SCHOLAR
SELECTED

• 27 U.S. colleges such as Dartmouth
and Wellesley are enriched by SHECAN scholars
• 13 of the 27 U.S. colleges have
joined the SHE-CAN Scholarship
Coalition by committing to fund
fullride scholarships:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Babson College
Beloit College
Bucknell University
Gettysburg College
Lafayette College
Lewis & Clark College
Muhlenberg College
Northwestern University
Spelman College
Syracuse University
University of Minnesota
University of Portland
University of San Francisco

BECOME CAMPUS
LEADER

RETURN HOME AS
A CHANGE-AGENT
Patrice Uwase

WORK AT AMAZING
INTERNSHIPS

Sworn in as the Permanent
Secretary at the Rwanda
Ministry of infrastructure
Rina Ntagozera

GRADUATE

Assistant to the Rwandan
Minister of Foreign Affairs
Nicole Mugeni
Data Manager at
Sustainable Growers

• 39 organizations hosted interns
including Boeing, WorldBridge
Group, Kasha, and Zipline
SHE-CAN and our expanive network believe that advancing women into leadership positions changes the world faster.
In 30 to 40 years, SHE-CAN, our mentors, our colleges, and our private sector partners will have supported large,
influential cohorts of women, born and raised in poor circumstances in the aftermath of conflict, who will be among the
most educated in their communities and nations. These up-and-coming leaders are on a trajectory to shape laws, peace
negotiations, how governments and businesses are run, and how society will address some of the most pressing issues of
our time.
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